1. Introductions – All
2. Approve June minutes - All
3. Status of May and August 2006 ETD’s – ALL
4. UF Publishing agreement update- Karen Bradley and Cathy Martyniak
5. UMI permission form update – Anne Taylor et al.
6. FCLA Update on ETD ingest into archives – Priscilla Caplan
7. CIRCA update on ETD training – Ken Booth
8. Possible changes:
   b. For December 2006 and future classes: How to ‘hold back’ titles with restrictions? - All
   c. E-abstracts: Are we ready?
   d. Unacceptable formats as attached objects: Is it a problem? If it is, how to keep them out? Should we even try?
   e. Electronic signatures: Are we ready?
   f. Other?
9. Other?